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Going Above and Beyond 
the Call of Duty  
Since 1996

Successful operations necessitate constant preparedness and situational 
awareness. Both are contingent on the availability and proper utilization 
of real-time data during dispatch, incident response, and investigations. 
All require a certain level of computer durability, connectivity, and true 
mobility. When your job is to keep crews safe while simultaneously 
protecting the people and interests of the communities you serve, your 
response should be driven by an Xplore rugged tablet solution inside 
and outside the vehicle.
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Partner with Xplore Today, 
Be Prepared for the Future

Wirelessly Connect with Your Past, Present, and Future 

Did you know Xplore rugged tablets have a lower total cost of ownership and greater return on investment 
long term than non-rugged devices and other rugged devices? iPads, laptops, and other mobile PC form 

factors don’t lend themselves to mission-critical mobility. They’re either lacking the rugged protection, long-
term platform stability, software flexibility, or reliable connectivity that always comes standard with every Xplore 

rugged tablet solution.  

Protect Your Mobility Investment 

On average, Xplore rugged tablets last 
3-7 years despite the harsh wear-and-tear 

common in public safety. Some Xplore  rugged 
tablets also fall well below industry averages, 

with some boasting a <1% failure rate.”
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Plus, all Xplore rugged tablets 
come standard with a 3 year 
limited warranty, with additional 
extended warranty and xDefend 
programs available for most tablet 
PCs and accessory components.

Learn More about the Tangible and Intangible 
Benefits of Xplore Rugged Tablets:

www.xploretech.com/TCO 

No matter what challenge you face on the job, you’ll always have 
a direct line to your team – and the real-time data that informs 
your collective decisions. Xplore rugged tablets are capable of 
communicating via 4G LTE, WiFi, cellular, and Land Mobile Radio 
(LMR) networks today. And we’ll be ready to connect to FirstNet 
and Band 14 in the near future. We even have push-to-talk (PTT) 
app providers on standby to bridge the gap.

Band 14 
Ready14

Pass-Through  
Antenna for WWAN, 
WLAN, GPS
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PUBLIC SAFETY

Field Proven to Meet Public Safety’s  
Most Stringent Mobility Requirements

Situational awareness is essential in-vehicle. So is safety. That’s why Xplore built the most comprehensive set of 
ergonomic MDT systems for public safety fleets. And why we work with partners to design and install custom-fit 

solutions into every “official use” vehicle make and model. Want a flush, pole, console, or side mount? Adjust the 
height or angle of a docked tablet? Add a keyboard tray? We’ll ensure it’s perfect down to the last screw. 

Engineered to Work as Perfectly In the Vehicle As They Do in the Field

Your crews rely on real-time data access and communications to respond quickly and safely to every call – and 
to complete incident investigations without issue. That’s why they need an Xplore rugged tablet within reach at 
all times. Unlike notebooks and handhelds, Xplore rugged tablets are genuinely mobile yet provide the same 

industry-leading performance, protection, and connectivity as every other form factor. 

True Mobility 
Lightweight; multiple carrying options; one-
hand grab-and-go vehicle/desktop docks

Uninterrupted Connectivity 
All I/O ports, all the time (USB, True Serial, 
HDMI IN); multiple built-in comms

Back Office Compatibility 
Genuine Windows® OS; Android™, Computer-
Aided Dispatch (CAD), Remote Management 
Systems (RMS), Body Camera Streaming

Easy Data Entry 
Digital/Wacom Pen, Barcode Scanner, Mag 
Stripe Reader, RFID; Built-in Cameras, Wireless 
Keyboards

Top of the Line Safety 
Intrinsically Safe (C1D2/C1Z2/ATEX)  
for Hazardous Locations

The Most Complete Line  
of Accessories 
Secure Mobile Docks for In-Vehicle, Desktop; 
Second /Hot-Swap Batteries; Work 
Anywhere Kits

Powerful and Future Ready 
Intel® Core™-Series Processors; SSD; 
Expansive Storage and Memory; GIS;  
Internet of Things

Unrestricted Usability 
MIL-STD-810G; IP54/65/67; Outdoor 
readable/night dimming; extended-life 
batteries

Government-Mandated Security, 
Multi-Layer Authentication
TPM 1.2; Fingerprint Scanner; Encryption 
Smart Card/CAC; CJIS; HIPAA

Xplore partners with Gamber-Johnson, Havis, Mobile Mounts and others to design and install  
custom-fit solutions into every “official use” vehicle make and model on the market.  

Why Xplore Rugged Tablets are Right for You
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Xplore Rugged Tablets are  
Purpose-Built for You

“With these tablets we’re getting 
more bang for our buck, as well  

as features we need.” 
- Mount Lebanon Fire Department

You can be confident that Xplore’s ruggedized tablets will run all of your critical software, enable constant 
communication with other in-vehicle electronics, and deliver immediate intelligence that allows for real-

time, informed-response coordination between all police, fire and rescue, and EMS partner agencies during 
emergency response and management operations. 

Always Ready, Able to Support Evolving Workflows

Xplore designs and deliver rugged tablet platforms that are both adaptable and expandable, and then we help 
you find a feature combination that’s ideal for every one of your workflows. That’s why agencies worldwide 

have partnered with Xplore to mobilize their operations in the vehicle, in the field, and in the office, including:

We Know that No Two Mobility Strategies or Solutions Are Exactly the Same 

Ticketing & eCitations Dispatch and Routing (GPS) ePCR/EHR

Evidence Documentation Fire and Building Inspections Mapping/GIS Asset Location

Safety Audits and Compliance Reporting Emergency Response Planning  
and Management

Maintenance and Repair Scheduling  
and Completion

Investigations Situational Awareness Incident Reporting

But don’t just take it from us. Talk to some of our customers:

PUBLIC SAFETY

For More Information Visit: xploretech.com/publicsafety


